Fig. S1
Representative flow cytometry traces characterizing the enrichment of PBMCs for a representative sample of NK cells from one subject. a) Side scatter (SSC) plotted against the fluorescence intensity of cells immunostained for CD56, a marker for NK cells. b) Histograms showing cell count plotted against the fluorescence intensity of cells immunostained for CD3, CD56, and CD16, which are markers for T cells, NK cells, and cytotoxic NK cells, respectively. Also shown is the isotype or negative control in which cells were incubated with the fluorescent secondary antibody but not the primary antibody against the surface protein. Step 3: cells were washed in a physiologic buffer to remove reporter from the extracellular fluid.
Step 4: cells were captured on-chip in microwell traps and continuously bathed in physiologic buffer. b) Single-cell CE assay. Steps 1-2: the capillary was transferred from the electrophoretic buffer through the air gap and into the cellular buffer.
Step 3: the capillary was aligned directly over a single NK cell positioned in a cell trap. Steps 4-5: the cell was lysed and its contents immediately loaded into the capillary. Steps 6-7: the capillary was transferred through the air gap and into the electrophoretic buffer.
Step 8: a high voltage was applied across the capillary, and the contents of the cell was separated. This entire process was then repeated for each cell in the microwell array. The "reporter exposure time" for the reporter was the time between step a-1 and step b-5.
Fig. S3
The percent of SF, S1PF, and U 50 (relative to total reporter loaded) in cell lysates incubated with a phosphate-buffered saline vehicle control or 10 M fumonisin B 1 , a ceramide synthase inhibitor, for 3 h. There was no statistically significant difference between the control cells and the fumonisin-treated cells (n=3). Effect of reporter exposure time on the amount of reporter loaded and the percentage converted to S1PF. a) The total reporter loaded into cells ((SF mol + S1PF mol + HAF mol ) and b) the percent phosphorylation of the reporter (S1PF/(SF mol + S1PF mol + HAF mol )) were plotted against the reporter exposure time in the cells.
Fig. S9
The total amount of S1PF formed per cell was plotted against the total reporter loaded into that cell (SF mol + S1PF mol + HAF mol ). The line of complete conversion highlights cells that converted 100% of the loaded reporter to S1PF. 
